
All India Civil Services Chess Tournament:  

 
Composition of the Team 

 

The Composition of each team shall be as under :- 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*(Women can also be included) 

Mode of Conducting the Tournament 

 
► The AICS Chess Tournament shall be conducted in the following two parts:- 

► Team Championship with Swiss System 

► Individual Championship with Swiss System 

 

Rules and Regulations for the Chess Matches/Session: 

 
► The AICS Chess Tournaments shall be played with Swiss System in accordance with the 

laws of Chess as approved by International Federation of Chess (FIDE) and as amended and 
updated from time to time. 

► Walkover time shall be one hour from the start of the session 

► If any player/team having forfeited one game by default/walkover fails to inform the 
Tournament Director prior to preparation of the draw for subsequent round, then that 
player/team shall be scratched from the tournament. 

► One point shall be scored by the winner of each game, the looser scoring Zero. In case of a 
draw half a point shall be scored by each player. A bye shall be given one point in Individual 
Championship and two point for four players (Half point for each players) in team 
Championship. 

► The total time for each game shall be four hours i.e. two hour for each player:- 

► The Order of players once given shall not be changed in the subsequent rounds. 

► The Board order for the four players for each match shall be given half hour before the 
commencement of the match. 

► The final position of the players and teams shall be determined by the Final Score and in case 
of a tie the final position shall be deciding by applying (a) Progressive total (b) Cut 
Progressive total (c) Toss in that order as per the required. 

► No smoking shall be allowed in the tournament Hall. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Player 6 * 

Manager 1 

Total 7 



All India Civil Services Hockey Tournament: 

Composition of the Team: 

 
The Composition of each team shall be as under:- 

 

Players 18 

Manager 1 

Coach 1 

Total 20 

 

 

 

Rules and Regulation for the Matches: 

 
► AICS Hockey Tournament shall be governed by the International Hockey Federation, Rules of 

Hockey (as published by Indian Hockey Federation) as amended and updated from time to 
time. In case where the said Rules of Hockey differ from the Rules of the AICS Hockey 
Tournament then the Rules for the AICS Hockey Tournament shall only be followed. The 
salient points of the Rules of Hockey 1999 are as under:- 

► Players of the same team shall wear Uniform clothing and shall not wear anything that may 
be dangerous to the other players. 

► The game shall be played between two teams of not more than 16 players each, but not more 
than 11 players of each team shall be on the field at the same time. Each team is permitted to 
substitute from the maximum of 16 players. 

► The duration of play shall be two periods of 35 minutes each. There will be break of 5 to 10 
minutes after the first half and the team shall change ends in the second half of play. 

► Substitution of players shall be permitted at any time as per the rules of Hockey except after 
the award and during the taking of Penalty Corner when substitution shall be permissible for 
injury to or suspension of the defending Goalkeeper. 

► Each team shall have a Captain on the field who will wear a distinctive armband. He shall be 
responsible for the substitution of the players as well as for the behavior of all his team 
players. 

► Each team shall have one Goalkeeper on the field and an incapacitated or suspended 
Goalkeeper shall be replaced immediately by another Goalkeeper. However during the 
suspension of Goalkeeper the team shall have one less player on the field. 

 

 

Umpires: 

 
► Two Umpires shall control the game and apply the Rules; they shall be the sole Judges of fair 

play. Players and substitutes, whether on or off the field, including any period of temporary or 
permanent suspension, shall be under the jurisdiction of the Umpires. 



► Umpires shall be primarily responsible for the decision in their half of the field for the whole of 
the game without changing ends. The team scoring the greater number of Goals shall be the 
winner. 

► In case no goal is a scored in the entire duration of the matches or both the teams score the 
same number of goals against each other during the two halves then winners will be decided 
by the Penalty stroke competition as per the regulation from the FIH Technical Manual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


